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Unilateral ablation of cerebral cortical areas 4 and 6 of Brodmann in the macaque monkey results in a dense contralateral hemiplegia that recovers partially with time. During the phase of dense hemiplegia, the local cerebral metabolic
rate for glucose (1CMRGlc) is decreased significantly in the caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, subthaltimic
nucleus, substantia nigra, and red nucleus of the hemisphere ipsilateral to the lesion. In the present study, ICMRGlc in
the basal ganglia was studied during the phase of partial recovery of motor activity. lCMRGlc was partially restored,
and the greatest degree of restoration occurred in structures with direct connectiotis to the cerebral cortex (caudate
nucleus, putamen, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra, and red nucleus). Restoration was least in structures that do
not receive direct connections from the cerebral cortex (the internal and external segments of the globus pallidus). The
findings support the hypothesis that corticofugal activity accounts for a substantial degree of functional recovery.
Gilman S, Dauth GW, Frey KA, Penney JB Jr. Experimental hemiplegia in the monkey:
basal ganglia glucose activity during recovery. Ann Neurol 22:370-376, 1987

Ablation of areas 4 and 6 of Brodmann in the precentral cerebral cortex in the primate results immediately
in a dense contralateral hypotonic hemiplegia [b, 8,
121. With time, partial recovery of motor activity occurs in the affected limbs 18, 121. The central nervous
system structures and functions responsible for the recovery process have not been identified. We have
undertaken studies of metabolic activity in the basal
ganglia using 2-deoxyglucose to learn the metabolic
response of these structures during the initial paralysis
and subsequent recovery. One week after cerebral cortical ablation, the local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (1CMRGlc) was significantly diminished in the ipsilateral caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus,
substantia nigra, and subthalamic nucleus [6]. We report the results of studies of ICMRGlc in the basal
ganglia 8 weeks after ablation of cerebral cortical areas
4 and 6. At this time after ablation, motor function was
partially restored in the affected limbs. The purpose of
the present study was to determine the sites where
changes in metabolic activity occur with time, as limb
function becomes partially restored.

Materials and Methods
Six Macacafascicuhris monkeys weighing 2.5 to 3.5 kg were
used for unilateral ablation of cerebral cortical areas 4 and 6
of Brodmann. The animals were examined neurologically to
ensure that they did not have any motor impairment before
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the operation. The ablation was performed in the left cerebral hemisphere, as described previously 16, 12). After recovery from the immediate effects of operation, the animals
were examined neurologically every week f12). The techniques used for deoxyghicose study were identical to those
described previously [6]. Eight weeks after ablation, catheters were placed in the femoral vein and artery of the right
leg with the animal under local anesthesia with lidocaine. The
animals were restrained in a primate chair so that they could
not move their limbs, and were kept in a quiet room for 1
hour. No attempt was made to interfere with vision or hearing. We used the technique for deoxyglucose autoradiography involving an intravenous bolus of 100 pCi/kg of
{14C)2-deoxyglucosein 1 ml of saline, as described by
Sokoloff et al f19, 20) and Dauth et al [6}.The brain was
sectioned at 20 pm on a cryostat. Three serial sections were
taken every 400 pm throughout the brain for autoradiographic analysis. The sections were placed on coverslips and
dried rapidly on a hot plate. The sections and calibrated ’‘‘C
plastic standards were placed on Kodak SB5 x-ray film in a
cassette and exposed for 6 days. Two 20-pm serial sections
adjacent to those used for autoradiography were processed
for histological study {6]. One slide was stained with cresyl
violet {lS] and the other with 0.3% osmium tetroxide.
The autoradiogramswere analyzed with a spot densitometer interfaced to a microcomputer that was programmed to
convert film density values to glucose utilization rates using
14C standards and plasma glucose and deoxyglucose curves
[5,6,20]. The lumped and rate constants were those used by
Kennedy and associates [15]. The glucose utilization rates
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were determined for each structure every 400 pm throughout the brain. At each level, the measurement consisted of
the average of multiple readings from the three serial sections at that level. Each structure was measured separately,
both ipsilateral and contralateral to the lesion. The final data
values used in the analysis represented the average from all
levels for a particular structure for each animal. The results
of the statistical analyses were compared with data from a
group of 6 unoperated control animals and a group of 6
animals with lesions of cerebral cortical areas 4 and 6, examined 1 week after lesioning. The latter two groups were
described previously {b].
Two statistical analysis procedures were used. First, a 2way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
applied to the data from each structure in the left and right
hemispheres across the three groups. When indicated by
significant F-ratios, an analysis of simple main effects was
performed [Zl}. The second procedure was a 1-way
ANOVA on the left-minus-right difference scores for each
structure across the three groups. Significant F-ratios in the
1-way ANOVA led to Newman-Keuls tests for multiple
pairwise comparisons [2 11.
The methods of statistical analysis used in these experiments require brief explanation. The 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA often requires the pooling of heterogeneous
sources of variance in the error term for analysis of uncorrelated simple main effects which can bias the outcome of
the test in an undetermined direction {21]. The analysis of
correlated simple main effects for the left-versus-righthemisphere is not affected. Group differences could be inferred
from the pattern of significant differences for the glucose
utilization values of the left and right hemisphere for each
group. However, we chose to use a 1-way ANOVA of difference scores and Newman-Keuls pairwise comparisons to
provide a more direct analysis of between-group differences.
This second analysis provides information on the betweengroup left-right differences, but not the absolute values for
left and right hemispheres. These analytical methods are an
attempt to detect substantial group effects on global rnetabohc rates, while minimizing the number of animals needed
to demonstrate significant alterations in 1CMRGlc.

and the deep tendon reflexes in these limbs became
even more enhanced. During the sixth week, the right
arm extended and the right hand made crude contact
with a reflex hammer, coincident with the left hand,
when the animal's chest was struck lightly with the
hammer. In the eighth week, with the animal held in
the vertical position from the chest, the right arm
flexed 90 degrees and the right leg extended. Ambulation was performed with the left arm and leg and the
right leg, with the right arm only occasionally participating. The animal usually reached for objects with the
left limbs alone, although the right arm occasionally
participated with incomplete extension movements.
The increased resistance to passive manipulation and
enhanced deep tendon reflexes persisted in the right
limbs. Orienting responses to light cutaneous contact
did not recover in the right limbs. The degree of clinical recovery was essentially the same in the entire set
of animals.

Histological Results

Results
Clinical Observations
Details of the clinical effects of unilateral ablation of
areas 4 and 6 of Brodmann in the macaque monkey
are described elsewhere [S, 12). The present set of

The histopathological changes were equivalent in all
the animals. The cortical areas involved by the lesions
were similar to those in the animals that had been
studied histologically 1 week after ablation [6}. The
lesions involved nearly all of the agranular isocortex,
sparing the extreme medial portion of the prefrontal
gyms and the depths of the superior precentral sulcus.
There was demyelination in the white matter underlying the lesion and in the ipsilateral internal capsule,
crus cerebri, and medullary pyramid. The areas of demyelination under the lesion did not directly involve
the caudate nucleus or putamen (Fig I). N o edema was
present. Ipsilateral to the lesion were infiltrates of microglial cells and astrocytes in the putamen, caudate
nucleus, subthalamic nucleus, and rostral red nucleus,
and in the ventral anterior, ventral lateral, and centromedian nuclei of the thalamus. There was slight
shrinkage of the putamen, and a slight increase in the
packing density of the neurons. N o infiltrate could be
identified in the pons. The large neurons of the ventral
anterior and lateral nuclei of the thalamus were absent.
There were no histological changes in the globus pallidus or substantia nigra.

animals all showed a dense right hemiplegia upon recovery from anesthesia. During the third week after
operation, the right limbs developed increased resistance to passive manipulation, consisting of a mild
plastic response to flexion or extension at the right
shoulder, elbow, wrist, and knee. The deep tendon
reflexes of the right limbs increased, so that they were
larger in amplitude than those of the left limbs. In the
fourth week, the right arm developed flexion movements at the shoulder and elbow in association with
reaching movements of the left limbs. The right limbs
developed greater resistance to passive manipulation,

The results of the 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA
for left-right comparisons in the 8-week group are
presented in Table 1. lCMRGlc was significantly less in
the left hemisphere compared to the right for the caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus, subthalamic
nucleus, and red nucleus (Fig 2D-Fj. The differences
between groups are illustrated in Figure 3, which
shows the pattern of changes in lCMRGlc relative to
control at 1 and 8 weeks after ablation. The predominant effects are in the left (ablated) hemisphere, with
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Table I . lCMRGlc 8 Weeh after Ablation
Cortical Areas 4 and 6 of Brodmann"

Left

Right

LIR

CD-r
CD-c
PUT-r
PUT-c
GPE
GPI

30.62 (2.41)
32.99 (2.69)
28.27 (2.82)
28.59 (3.53)
13.63 (1.66)
13.03 ( 1 39)
34.41 (3.45)
19.56 (3.06)
27.61 (2.99)
24.25 (3.52)
17.14 (1.92)
26.71 (3.21)
45.44 (3.93)

31.53 (2.30)
35.12 (2.40)
32.17 (2.45)
35.37 (3.02)
15.45 (1.60)
16.57 (1.69)
39.66 (4.38)
21.00 (3.01)
29.13 (3.02)
29.39 (3.04)
17.19 (1.94)
27.20 12.86)
45.90 (3.52)

O.9-P
0.9db
0 89'
0.81'
0.88'
0.79'
0.87'
0.93
0.95

SNC
RN
SEFT

LGN
MGN

moderate to substantial reductions in the basal ganglia
at 1 week (Fig 2A-C) and variable recovery at 8 weeks
(Fig 2D-F). In the left hemisphere, at 1 week after the
ablation the caudal portions of the caudate nucleus and
putamen (caudal to the anterior commissure) have
lower metabolic rates than the rostral portions (rostral
to the anterior commissure). The same relationship is
maintained at 8 weeks, even though there is substantial
recovery of ICMRGlc at this time (Fig 3). In the globus
pallidus, lCMRGlc is reduced substantially at 1 week
and only marginal recovery occurs at 8 weeks. In the
red nucleus, metabolic activity is decreased markedly
at 1 week and moderate recovery takes place by 8
weeks. In the substantia nigra, there is a moderate
reduction at 1 week and almost complete recovery by
8 weeks.
In the right hemisphere, a small to moderate reduction in lCMRGlc occurs at 1 week in the caudate nucleus, putamen, and globus pallidus. At 8 weeks, there
is almost complete recovery in the caudate nucleus and
putamen and only marginal recovery in the globus pallidus (Fig 3). In the subthalamic nucleus, there is a
modest reduction in lCMRGlc on the left side at 1
week, but a bilateral increase above control levels at 8
weeks.
The left-right difference scores for control animals
and animals 1 week and 8 weeks after ablation are
presented in Table 2, along with the results of the
1-way ANOVA on the three groups. There are significant group differences in the caudate nucleus,
putamen, globus pallidus, subthalamic nucleus, red
nucleus, and substantia nigra pars reticulata, but not
in the substantia nigra pars compacta. Pairwise com372 Annals of Neurology Vol 22

Cerebral

Structure

NSTH
SNR

Fig 1 . Osmium-stained section from a monkey 8 week after unilateral ablation of cerebral cortiral areas 4 and 6 of Brodmann.
There is no pallor in the white mutter stlwounding the ablation,
indicating that edema bas resolved. There is no evidence of edema
in the subcortiral gray matter.

of

0.83b
1.00
0.98
0.99

"Values are mean (SEM) pmoY100 gdminute.
bSignificant left versus right comparison; p < 0.05.
'Significant left versus right comparison; p < 0.01.
lCMRGlc = local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose; CD = caudate nucleus; r = measured rostral to the anterior commissure; c =
measured between the anterior commissure and the red nucleus;
PUT = putamen; GPE = globus pallidus external segment; GYI =
globus pallidus internal segment; NSTH = subthalamic nucleus;
SNR = substantia nigra pars reticdata; SNC = substantia nigra pars
compacta; RN = red nucleus; SEPT = septal nuclei; LGN = lateral
geniculate nucleus; MGN = medial geniculate nucleus.

parisons of difference scores reveal that by 8 weeks
there was complete correction of the asymmetry in
lCMRGlc in the rostral caudate nucleus, red nucleus,
and substantia nigra pars reticulata (Table 3). This is
indicated by the pattern of significant and nonsignificant pairwise comparisons for these structures.
For example, in the case of the rostral caudate nucleus,
the comparisons of control versus 1-week groups and
1-week versus %week groups are both significant, but
there is DO significant difference between the control
and 8-week groups (Table 3). Conversely, all three
comparisons are significant for the caudal caudate nucleus and both parts of the putamen, indicating that
there is only partisd correction of the asymmetry in
lCMRGlc in these structures. The pattern of significant
pairwise comparisons of both portions of the globus
pallidus indicates that there is little if any correction of
the asymmetry at 1 week.
The subthalamic nucleus is an interesting and special
case. At 1 week there is an asymmetry in this nucleus,
with reduced values on the left compared to the right.
By 8 weeks, both sides show an elevated lCMRGlc
compared to control values, though the asymmetry is
the same but more pronounced than at 1 week (Fig 3 ) .
The pattern of significant pairwise comparisons for the
subthalamic nucleus supports this observation (Table
3). Finally, although there are no significant left-versusright or between-group differences for the septal nuclei, there appears to be a bilateral reduction in

No 3 September 1987

Fig 2. Computer-enhanced deoxyglucose autoradiograms from 2
monkeys with ablations of cerebral cortical areas 4 and 6 of
Brodmann. (A-C) From an animal 1 week after the ablation.
(D-F) From an animal 8 wee& after ablation. The color bars
for each animal are calabratedfor the local cerebral metabolic rate
for glucose at pmoN1 OO gmlmin.

lCMRGlc at 1 week and bilateral partial recovery at 8
weeks (Fig 3). The data for the septal nuclei include
both the medial and lateral nuclei.

Discussion
The present study supplements our previous observations on animals 1 week after ablation of areas 4 and 6
of Brodmann [bf by demonstrating at 8 weeks persistent asymmetries in lCMRGlc in structures receiving

direct connections from the cerebral cortex. At 1
week, ICMRGlc was significantly less on the left compared to the right in the caudate nucleus, putamen,
globus pallidus, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra,
and red nucleus [6f. In the present study there is evidence of recovery, but the lCMRGlc remains depressed in the left caudate nucleus, putamen, globus
pallidus, and red nucleus. Metabolic activity in the subthalamic nucleus is less on the left than on the right,
but both sides show values that are elevated above
control levels. There appears to be complete recovery
in the substantia nigra at 8 weeks (Table 1, Fig 3).
The degree of recovery in lCMRGlc at 8 weeks is
variable, but it is greatest in the structures that receive
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Table 3. Pairwise Com.barisons of lCMRGlc
Left-Right Difference Scores

Coritrol
vs.

120 100
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0

0
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I00 120

ICMRGlc-PERCENT OF CONTROL

Fig 3. Local cerebral metabolic rate for glucose (ICMRGlc)for
animals with unilateral ablations of cerebral cortical areas 4 and
6 of Brodmann at 1 and 8 weekr after ablation, expressed as a
percentage of the corresponding structures in moperated control
animals. The percentages were calcutated based on the mean
lCMRGlcfor each of the three groups. (See Table 1 for abbreviations.)

CD-r
CD-c
PUT-r
PUT-c
GPE
GPI
NSTH
SNR
SNC
RN
SEPT
LGN
MGN

1-Week

-2.35 (0.54)
-0.18 (0.11)
-6.22 (1.22)
0.53 (0.48)
-8.20 (1.01)
-0.08 (0.38)
0.35 (0.51) - 11.70 (1.61)
-2.48 (0.50)
-0.08 (0.33)
-2.82 (0.37)
-0.45 (0.54)
- 3.63 (1.07)
-0.72 (0.65)
-3.10 (1.19)
0.46 (0.50)
-0.64 (0.55)
- 3.83 (1.49)
-0.20 (0.31) - 10.70 (2.81)
-0.32 (0.12)
- 0.08 (0.36)
-0.12 (0.65)
-0.45 (0.40)
1.77 (1.03)
- 3.38 (1.89)

1-W'eek

CD-r
CD-c
PUT-r
PUT-c
GPE
GPI
NSTH
SNR
SNC
RN
SEPT
LGN
MGN

#

NS

#

x

#

il

1-Week
vs.

8-Week
*
x
#

#

#

#

NS

x

NS
NS

NS

x

#

NS

#

c

NS

#

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

significant Newnian-Keuls pairwise comparison; NS =
nonsignificant pairwise comparison; . . . = not tested, I-way
ANOVA not significant.
x

--

See Table 1 for abbreviations.

Table 2. lCMRGlc Left-Right Difference Scores"

Structure Control

Structure

Control
vs .
8-Week

8-Week
- 0.91 (0.42)'

-2.13 (0.66)'
- 3.46 (1.01)'
-6.78 (0.84)'
- 1.82 (0.27)'
- 3.54 (0.64)'
-5.25 (1.56)b
- 1.44 (0.44)b
- 1.51 (0.43)
-5.14 (0.60)'
-0.05 (0.10)
- 0.49 (0.64)
-0.46 (1.31)

"Values are mean (SEM) pmoV100 gdminute.
bSienificant I-wav ANOVA; b < 0.05.
'Significant l-wa; ANOVA;.; < 0.01.
See Table 1 for abbreviations.

direct connections from the cortex. Thus, the degree
of recovery in the left hemisphere is greatest in the
caudate nucleus and putamen, and least in the globus
pallidus. Permanent loss of large numbers of corticofugal fibers projecting directly into these sites must
account for the sustained decrease in metabolic activity
in the caudate nucleus and putamen. Glucose utilization rates at 8 weeks also remain substantially depressed in the globus pallidus, which does not receive
direct connections from the cerebral cortex. The effect
upon the globus pallidus is indirect, evidently resulting
from a change in synaptic activity mediated via the
caudate nucleus, putamen, and possibly other nuclei,

such as the subthalamic nucleus, which receive input
from ablated regions of cerebral cortex and project
into the globus pallidus.
The restoration of lCMRGlc in the caudate nucleus
and putamen could result from a variety of mechanisms, including: increased activity of undamaged corticofugal connections; restored activity in corticofugal
projections that are injured, but not destroyed, in the
initial ablation; enhanced activity of local interneuronal
networks within the nuclei; heightened activity of projections from subcortical sites to these nuclei; sprouting of fibers from undamaged s o n s within the nuclei
or projecting to the nuclei from other sites [lo}; and
activity of infiltrative glial cells El, 4, 111. While we
cannot currently differentiate among these possibilities, our findings lend support to the hypothesis that
enhanced corticofugal activity from preserved cortical
areas may account for a substantial amount of the recovery of lCMRGlc seen at 8 weeks.
Projections from cerebral cortical area 9 to the basal
ganglia overlap with those from area 6, and projections
from areas 3, 1, ancl 2 overlap with those from area 4
13, 7, 13, 14, 16, 171. Area 5 also sends projections
into the basal ganglia that overlap with those from area
4 171. Eight weeks after ablation, both the rostral and
caudal portions of the putamen recover to about the
same degree, whereas the rostral portion of the caudate nucleus recovers to a greater degree than the
caudal portion. The reason for this may be related to
the density of corticofugal projections to the caudate
nucleus compared to the putamen and other structures. Much of the input to the caudate nucleus arises
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in the prefrontal cortex, particularly area 9, and to
some extent areas 6 and 4. The latter two areas project
more densely to the putamen than to the caudate nucleus. Thus, the initial decrease of metabolic activity in
the caudate nucleus at 1 week after ablation was relatively less than that in the putamen, corresponding to
the greater density of projections from areas 4 and 6 of
cerebral cortex to the putamen than to the caudate
nucleus. During the recovery process, the unablated
neurons in area 9 could account for a greater enhancement of metabolic activity in the rostral portion of the
caudate nucleus tban in the caudal portion or in either
portion of the putamen.
Without further study we cannot determine the extent to which gliosis contributes to the “recovery” of
lCMRGlc in the caudate nucleus, putamen, and other
structures that receive projections directly from the
ablated cortex. The macrophage and microglial reaction in gray matter areas that receive direct cortical
input was less prominent in the 8-week animals than it
was in the animals killed 1 week after ablation (61.
There was a more prominent astrocytic reaction at 8
weeks, and shrinkage became apparent only at 8
weeks. The histological changes at 1 and 8 weeks were
more apparent in the putamen than in the caudate
nucleus. The globus pallidus, which does not receive
projections from areas 4 and 6, had no histological
changes at either time point. Likewise, the substantia
nigra showed no histological changes at either time
point, although it has been reported that area 6 projects to the substantia nigra { 163. Thus, we can rule out
gliosis as a contributory factor in the alteration of
lCMRGlc in structures that do not receive projections
from the ablated cortex, such as the globus pallidus.
In both a previous study [6} and the present one, we
found no statistically significant effect of the precentral
ablation on ICMRGlc in the septal region, but the
findings suggest that lCMRGlc is suppressed in the
septal region bilaterally at ’1 week after ablation and is
partially recovered at 8 weeks (Fig 3). Since there are
no direct projections from areas 4 and 6 to the septal
region, effects from the ablation are probably mediated via prefrontal or cingulate cortex, which have
reciprocal projections to tbe septal region (21. Another possible explanation is that our lesioning of areas
4 and 6 included the cerebral cortex along the mesial
surface of the hemisphere and may have damaged
some efferents from the cingulate gyrus (Fig 1).
Findings compatible with ours have been reported
by Deuel and Collins {9, 107, who studied the effects
of lesions of the frontal gsociation cortex on sensory
neglect and lCMRGlc in monkeys. While the animals
exhibited neglect, 1CMRdlc was decreased ipsilateral
to the cortical lesion in the caudate nucleus, putamen,
and globus pallidus, and in some other cortical and
thalamic structures. After animals recovered from ne-

glect, there was almost complete recovery of lCMRGlc
in the caudate nucleus, putamen, and globus pallidus.
The findings from the studies of Deuel and Collins (9,
1O} differ from the present findings with respect to the
area of cerebral cortex ablated and the fact that the
survival time of the recovered animals was variable (4
to 10 weeks). In Deuel and Collins’s study, the animals
in the recovery group were not studied with deoxyglucose until behavioral recovery was complete. In our
studies, the deoxyglucose experiments were performed at fixed time points (1 or 8 weeks after the
ablation). The animals at 8 weeks showed incomplete
recovery from hemiplegia as defined by clinical examination. The size and location of the cortical lesion and
the lack of full clinical recovery may account for the
incomplete recovery of lCMRGlc in our studies. Preliminary unpublished data from our laboratory indicate
that substantial behavioral recovery can occur after
ablations of areas 4 and 6, but the recovery may take as
long as 6 months. We expect to see more complete
recovery of lCMRGlc in animals with motor cortex
ablations at the longer survival times, when the animals
show better behavioral recovery.
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